Vive-la-Joie

VIVE-LA-JOIE

VIVE-LA-JOIE ROSÉ

• To the eye: very bright, a pale golden colour.
• On the nose: complex, with aromas of
biscuit, ripe stone fruit, scents of delicate
blossom and sweet almonds.
• In the mouth: great purity and depth, with a
subtle mineral touch and remarkable length.
Well-balanced and substantial.

• To the eye: a rose-hued gold with the
slightest touch of orange.
• On the nose : aromas of rose petals, biscuit,
sweet almonds and cherry stones.
• In the mouth: a light airiness, tender and
subtle, with a delicious fresh feel, the red
berry fruit of the finish going on endlessly.

750 ML

750 ML

Underlying the birth
of “Vive-la-Joie”
lay a form of curiosity...
This cuvée, in both white and rosé,
we consider to be the flagbearer
of our winery. Its expression is the
fulfillment of the skills and knowhow we have developed and handed
down since 1972, enriched and honed
by the experience and research of
one and all among us. It began with
some astonishing discoveries in our
vinothèque, the bottle library that
is our living memory. Very often we
have discovered the ‘joys’ of ageing
wines – and such enjoyment! :
our Crémants, when kept in certain
conditions, develop a truly enhanced
character. After laying in the racks
for a number of months, a magical
alchemy occurs. Through trial and
error, we have found that the wines
retain their lively freshness wholly
intact provided we carry out four
operations in combination:
a scrupulous selection of the wine,
fairly lenthy ageing, a recent
dégorgement and, prior to tasting, a
period of several months during which
the wines settle down. Our Crémants
benefit admirably from such
a combination, preserving a finesse
and elegance that is rarely equalled.
“Vive-la-Joie”, made with Burgundy’s
two hallmark grapes, Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay, really is a wine
for ageing! A joy for winelovers with
a taste for older vintages.
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Outstanding
bubbles

Based on the “Cassini” map made at the request of Louis 15th during the second half of the 18th century.

Bailly, our village here in Burgundy, is the birthplace
of the AOC Crémant de Bourgogne.
Since 1972, in an underground quarry providing
unique natural conditions, we have produced sparkling wines
that belong to a world of enchantment.
They come from superb noble grapes,
hand-harvested then vinified and patiently matured.
Our wines, sprung from the bedrock yet finely chiselled, carry
one away with their intense, truly mineral freshness...

We stand here as a symbol, astride the historic border between
the land of the Counts of Champagne and the Duchy of Burgundy.

SAINT-BRIS-LE-VINEUX

•CHITRY-LE-FORT •COULANGES-LA-VINEUSE•IRANCY

AND ALSO AUXERRE, CHAMPS, CHÂTILLON-SUR-SEINE, COLLAN, ESCOLIVES,
JOIGNY, JUSSY, MIGÉ, MOUFFY, QUENNE, VAUX, VENOY

of Bailly Lapierre
Our history is the story of how here in the Auxerrois, a region in the
northern part of winegrowing Burgundy, men and women over generations
have shaped the land on which our vineyards grow. It is this terroir –hard yet rewarding, famed
for its quality from time immemorial– that binds us together.
Plowing, clearing the furrow along the row, planting, pruning all winter long... Seventy winegrowing
families devote themselves to the vines year-round to
ensure that the grapes, ripening
in the best possible conditions, attain their finest
expression. In spring and
summer, they trim the canopy and debud the old
wood (the vines’ reserves
thus spared from useless growth). As summer
turns to autumn, they
harvest the grapes by hand and bring them in to
the Caves Bailly Lapierre,
their mutually-owned company.
Inheritors of a very long winegrowing tradition, these men and women first combined their efforts
in 1972. At this time, together with others, they set up a project to create an appellation d’origine
contrôlée –A.O.C.– “Crémant de Bourgogne”. In 1975, a statute officially recognised their wine:
it became France’s first Crémant appellation (along with that of the Loire Valley winegrowers).
Since then they have not ceased to refine their skills, both in vineyard and winery,
their wines achieving even greater purity, balance and incisive finesse... the truly
noble expression of this outstandingly original terroir.
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In the villages that make up
this small winegrowing area, where the geology of the soil
hails from Kimmeridgian times and the landscape
is shaped to the pattern of vineyards and cherry trees,
our greatest pride is in making sparkling wines
from the inimitable Pinot Noir grape.
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Bailly Lapierre :

SAINT-BRIS-LE-VINEUX, CHITRY-LE-FORT, COULANGES-LA-VINEUSE, IRANCY…

a genuine,
authenticated origin

Our Crémants combine the elegance of the grape varieties that have made Burgundy
and Champagne famous with the delicate finesse of the perfect sparkle. Our wines
benefit from an appellation d’origine contrôlée –A.O.C.– which attests to their
outstanding level of quality, quality confirmed by the large number of awards won
and ever-growing recognition worldwide.
Exactly as for still wines, it is the quality of the grapes and, thus, the quality of the work
done in the vineyards which underlie the ultimate quality of
Bailly Lapierre’s Crémants.
Our goal is to retain in every bottle the inspirational
outlook of the winegrower
as he oversees the slow transformation of the fruit of
his vines. In the long
sequence of stages that brings forth Crémant from the
grapes, each step is the
object of the utmost care:
• hand-picked grapes
• transport of the harvest in open-sided bins of 45kgs to eliminate any damage to the berries
• airbag presses
• must obtained on the basis of 100 litres of juice from 150kgs of harvest: 75% first pressing, 25% second or later pressings
• both yeast and malolactic fermentations carried out, blending of separately-made wines, then preparations
for bottling that is carried out after January 1st
• extended maturing, 16-18 months on average, bottles inverted on racks in the unvarying natural cool
and half-light of the underground cellars hewn out of the limestone bedrock. It is during this period that
the wine’s natural sparkle develops
• two-stage certification by the INAO (Institut National de l’Origine et de la Qualité): first the base wines,
then the finished wines off the racks.
In taking hold in Burgundy, the vine has moved northwards beyond the limit of its “natural” growing conditions. It has prospered here thanks only to the
diligent care and effort of the winegrowers allied to the particularly favourable geology. The success of the great Burgundian vineyards is the outcome of
a longstanding mutual interplay dating back to at least the late (Gallo-) Roman Empire, between man, the grape varieties he has painstakingly selected
and nurtured, and the terroir to which they have adapted. In the landscape atlas of the Yonne département, the area of hillside vineyards around Auxerre
is defined as “agricultural gardenland”, forming landscapes of great quality. In this area, the places where the vine flourishes are limited to only certain
locations. Though the slopes around Chablis are almost exclusively devoted to vineyards, south of Auxerre the vine is scattered here and there, growing
only on hillsides overlooking both banks of the River Yonne. This sporadic appearance of vineyards in the landscape enhances their remarkable impact
and value. Around our villages the vine goes hand in hand with other farmland (meadow, crop field, woodland and fallow), and the cherry orchards
especially stand out as their silhouettes shaped by pruning combine with the often bare ground to form an outstanding and unusual display.

The heart
					 of the bedrock

The cellars are 50 metres underground, quarried deep in the heart of the famed
Tonnerre stone, an enchanted, magical setting in which to watch over Bailly Lapierre
Crémants as they age.
Located near the village of Saint-Bris-le-Vineux, not far from Auxerre in the Yonne valley, the ancestral wellspring
of Bailly Lapierre since its very beginnings (in 1972) has been the ancient underground quarries, with subterranean
galleries extending over more than 4 hectares (10 acres). They provide unique natural conditions that are ideal for the
production of Crémants whose subtle effervescence makes them worthy of their name:
• a naturally cool temperature at a constant 12°C, ideal for maturing and ageing
• a naturally high level of moisture (about 80% humidity at the heart of the cellars)
• soft diffused light that helps preserve the flavour and colour of fine wines.

-wellspring of

Bailly Lapierre
Stone from Bailly

During the Jurassic period 195 million years ago, the slow breaking-up of the Pangaean land mass gave rise to
the Tethys Sea. Present-day France was completely under water. A few islands emerged, tropical in type, and
the landscape would have been like the Caribbean as we know it: an island (now the Morvan), a coral barrier
reef (Mailly-le-Château and Arcy-sur-Cure) and a shallow lagoon (Saint-Bris) forming a habitat for shellfish and
ichthyosaurs. Slow sedimentation resulted in the build-up of great limestone deposits that erosion later cut away
to form the Yonne valley and the limestone outcrops, more or less deep, that run from Courson-les-Carrières to
Châtillon-sur-Seine. Thus the site at Bailly was born.
Bailly was early recognised for its stone which was first extracted in open quarries, as is clearly evidenced by the rock faces
now hidden by vegetation. But the success of quarrying at Bailly was truly sealed when, in the Middle Ages, in 1186, Pontigny Abbey acquired the
site: Bailly would supply the stone for some of the greatest works in France’s architectural heritage -the Pantheon, Notre-Dame de Paris, Chartres
Cathedral... The changeover to underground extraction probably occurred towards the end of the
medieval period or the
beginning of Rennaissance, until quarrying finally ceased altogether at the beginning of the 20th
century. At this point,
the extraordinary natural conditions so suited to special conservation infused in the quarries
a new life: mushroom
cultivation first (1927-70), then wine cellars from 1972 onwards.
Thus, something akin to a second youth has come to Bailly’s renowned stone, basis of the
outstanding terroir, and exploited by man through long centuries.

subsoil and of the

In the Bubbles family...

And for winelovers on the lookout for something really unusual, in limited quantities,
our “Originals” - Crémants Originaux

The winegrowers at Bailly Lapierre grow and use the whole range of Burgundy’s finest grape varieties: Pinot Noir and Gamay for the reds, Chardonnay and Aligoté for their whites.

well-rounded
and fresh

fresh
and fruity

fine
and mineral

deep
and original

harmonious
and balanced

intense
and clearcut

RAVIZOTTE
Here in Burgundy, Ravizotte is used in a
family for that little last-born daughter. The
most zesty and refreshing of our Crémants,
with barely a trace of sweetness from the
dosage, it expresses the clearcut purity of the
original Pinot Noir wine. Depth and clarity are
the touchstone of this “ebullient” yet taut
Crémant which surprises with the force of its
definite mineral edge. Noble bubbles...

Bubbles galore by Pinot Noir…
deep
and pure

fresh
and smooth

fruity
and enticing

ÉGARADE

GOGAILLE

BAIGOULE

Égarade, here in Burgundy, means a mysterious
evening stroll (from the verb s’égarer meaning
“to lose one’s way”). In close harmony with the
protected natural conditions that brought it forth
(this Crémant is made from organically grown
grapes harvested from selected plots, in accordance
with the norms for green agriculture), it offers a
natural expression of Pinot Noir and Chardonnay
yet surprises with such concentration, depth and
mineral edge. Outstanding bubbles...
Made from organically grown grapes

Faire Gogaille for a Burgundian suggests “Tuck
in and enjoy a hearty meal!”. This Crémant
displays a freshness full of fruit, allied to
a very smooth mouthfeel. The dosage is
subtle, the wine sweetish but not heavy, its
classic winey aromas of Pinot Noir mingling
with hints of certain sweet dessert wines.
Irresistible bubbles...

Baigoule here in Burgundy means very
talkative! Made from Pinot Noir and Gamay,
this Crémant’s initial aromas carry the strong
stamp of tart red berry fruit. In the mouth it
is full of fruit, vivacious and with hardly any
sweetness. Fruit-filled bubbles...

A delicate, longlasting
sparkle whose purety
reveals the lively freshness
and aromatic quality of the
original base wines... A
balance that is the hallmark
of Bailly Lapierre Crémants:
from the bedrock... yet
finely chiselled, carrying you
away with their intense,
mineral freshness. Truly an
expression of Burgundy’s
rich heritage.
In the unvarying coolness and soft
light of the underground vaults and
passages, the cellarmaster oversees
the seried racks of bottles while the
natural yet magical phenomenon
gives rise to the sparkle and fizz.
Whichever of our sparkling wine you
choose -Réserve, Rosé, Chardonnay,
Pinot Noir, Noir & Blanc or original
blends from Pinot Noir specially for
winelovers-, you are sure to find a
Crémant to set your taste buds going
and match each moment
of enjoyment and pleasure.

RÉSERVE

ROSÉ

CHARDONNAY

PINOT NOIR

NOIR & BLANC

A blend of the Appellation’s four grape
varieties (Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Gamay,
Aligoté), the wine is congenial, rounded
and full, with a varied bouquet. A thirstquencher, it is our easiest-drinking Crémant,
clearcut, clean with a lovely freshness.

This Rosé Crémant comes from lightly steeped
Pinot Noir and Gamay grapes. The first
variety brings a winey character, the second
its unmistakeable aromas of red berry fruit.
A wine for easy enjoyment par excellence,
it possesses a delicious softness free of
anything sugary. Entirely fresh and with real
finesse, its mousse displays an almost frothy,
airy lightness...

A “Blanc de Blancs” exclusively from white
Chardonnay grapes, its maturity and balance
stamp it very much as a “northern” Chardonnay
with a mineral edge. Everything about it is
elegant finesse, nothing boisterous. Along with
its rich, well-rounded flesh and fruitiness,
it has incisively defined flavours and a truly
winey taste...

A “Blanc de Noirs”, this is Bailly Lapierre’s
hallmark wine –a white made from black
Pinot Noir grapes. In our villages, we love to
make our sparkle and bubbles from this great
variety which is so wonderfully at home here.
A Crémant of great character, its style full, deep
and powerful, with a fruitiness in the mouth
that conjures up a red...

The characters of Burgundy’s twin monarchs,
Pinot Noir and Chardonnay, combine to give
a wine that, paradoxically, displays real
harmony and a fine balance. Intensely fresh,
fine, with definite fruit...
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